Competition Rules for Hank and the Boston Massacre/Riot

Your class will be split into two teams. The competition will be played in a series of rounds, and each round will begin with your teacher projecting a quote from Hank on a screen. Read the quote then find evidence to support or refute it in the three readings you have been given, or one of the other allowed resources*. (You need to find as many pieces of supporting/refuting evidence as possible.) In a typical round you will be given 5 minutes to find as much evidence as you can. When the time is up, one of the teams will be given an opportunity to share all the evidence they found from readings #1-3 as well as from the other resource allowed for that round. Your teacher will give the team one point for every valid piece of evidence shared. After the first team has shared all of their evidence, the second team will be given an opportunity to share any evidence they found that has not yet been shared. They will be given TWO points for every valid piece of new evidence they share from readings #1-3 and one point for evidence from the other allowed sources. After both teams have had an opportunity to share evidence, another round will begin with a new quote, and the team that went first during the previous round now goes last. The team with the most points at the end of the final round wins. Prizes may include fame, bragging rights, new cars, fabulous vacations, or a sincere compliment from your teacher.

*The other allowed resources are Britannica Library, Biography in Context, Explora Public Libraries, Webpath Express and the Infobase History Resources/American History resources. All of these can be accessed through the tiles of the library symbaloo and can only be used in the competition with the cards your team has been given.